
www.ryanair.com

Strictly Necessary Cookies 

First Party

Host Name Description Expiry

.ryanair.com dc_gtm_UA-91490003-2 This cookie is associated with sites using Google Tag Manager to load other scripts and code into a page.  

Where it is used it may be regarded as Strictly Necessary as without it, other scripts may not function 

correctly. The end of the name is a unique number which is also an identifier for an associated Google 

Analytics account.

a few seconds

.airportparking.ryanair.com ARRAffinity This cookie is set by websites run on the Windows Azure cloud platform. It is used for load balancing to 

make sure the visitor page requests are routed to the same server in any browsing session.

session

.airportparking.ryanair.com _dc_gtm_UA-37217715-1 This cookie is associated with sites using Google Tag Manager to load other scripts and code into a page.  

Where it is used it may be regarded as Strictly Necessary as without it, other scripts may not function 

correctly. The end of the name is a unique number which is also an identifier for an associated Google 

Analytics account.

a day

.car-hire.ryanair.com _dc_gtm_UA-77717642-1 This cookie is associated with sites using Google Tag Manager to load other scripts and code into a page.  

Where it is used it may be regarded as Strictly Necessary as without it, other scripts may not function 

correctly. The end of the name is a unique number which is also an identifier for an associated Google 

Analytics account.

a day

.transfers.ryanair.com _dc_gtm_UA-77717642-1 This cookie is associated with sites using Google Tag Manager to load other scripts and code into a page.  

Where it is used it may be regarded as Strictly Necessary as without it, other scripts may not function 

correctly. The end of the name is a unique number which is also an identifier for an associated Google 

Analytics account.

a day 

.ryanair.com myRyanairID This cookie keeps track of the myRyanairID after a user log into the website. 6 months

.api.ryanair.com SESSION_COOKIE This cookie contains the session token of myRyanair. 30 minutes

.api.ryanair.com REMEMBERME_COOKIE This cookie contains the information related to the-remember-me token after a user login on myRyanair 

and check the- remember- me tick-box.

6 months

.ryanair.com mkt Enables the browser to remember the market for a specific user. 3 years

.ryanair.com ctr This cookie enables the browser to remember the country for a specific user. 7 days

.ryanair.com useClassic This cookie redirects the user to the legacy website for some of the functionality of the website. Session

.ryanair.com fallbackAppBanner This cookie enables to toggle a fall-back banner to install the mobile application. session

.ryanair.com stickyLoginClosed This cookie tracks if the user dismissed already the login bar for the current session. session

.ryanair.com  RY_COOKIE_CONSENT This cookie enables the browser to remember the consent of the user to Ryanair cookie policy. 1 year

http://www.ryanair.com/
http://www.ryanair.com/
http://www.ryanair.com/


.ryanair.com RYANSESSION This cookie sets a correlation ID tracking a user session. Session

Performance Cookies 

First Party

Host Name Description Expiry

.airportparking.ryanair.com _gid This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics. It stores and updates a unique value for 

each page visited.

a day

.ryanair.com _gid This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics.  It stores and updates a unique value for 

each page visited.

a day

.ryanair.com mbox This cookie is set by Adobe SiteCatalyst analytics software and is used for measuring the performance of 

page content using A/B split testing.

2 years

.transfers.ryanair.com _gid This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics. It stores and updates a unique value for 

each page visited.

a day

.ryanair.com _hjIncludedInSample This cookie is associated with web analytics functionality and services from Hot Jar. It uniquely identifies 

a visitor during a single browser session and indicates they are included in an audience sample.

session

.ryanair.com _gat_UA-96824915-10 This cookie is a pattern type cookie set by Google Analytics, where the pattern element on the name 

contains the unique identity number of the account or website it relates to. It limits the amount of data 

recorded by Google on high traffic volume websites.

a few seconds

.ryanair.com s_cc This is a Adobe Site Catalyst cookie, which determines whether cookies are enabled in the browser. session

.ryanair.com _gat_UA-91490003-2 This is a pattern type cookie set by Google Analytics, where the pattern element on the name contains 

the unique identity number of the account or website it relates to. It limits the amount of data recorded 

by Google on high traffic volume websites.

a few seconds

.ryanair.com _ga This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics - which is a significant update to Google's 

more commonly used analytics service. This cookie is used to distinguish unique users by assigning a 

randomly generated number as a client identifier. It is included in each page request in a site and used to 

calculate visitor, session and campaign data for the sites analytics reports.  

2 years

.car-hire.ryanair.com _gat This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics, according to documentation it is used to 

throttle the request rate - limiting the collection of data on high traffic sites. It expires after 10 minutes.

a few seconds

.ryanair.com _gat This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics, according to documentation it is used to 

throttle the request rate - limiting the collection of data on high traffic sites. It expires after 10 minutes.

a few seconds

.ryanair.com s_fid This cookie name is associated with the analytics service provided by Adobe's Site Catalyst product suite. 

This cookie identifies visitors and contains a randomly generated, unique id.

5 years

.car-hire.ryanair.com _gid This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics. It stores and updates a unique value for 

each page visited.

12 minutes

http://www.ryanair.com/


.airportparking.ryanair.com _ga This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics - which is a significant update to Google's 

more commonly used analytics service. This cookie is used to distinguish unique users by assigning a 

randomly generated number as a client identifier. It is included in each page request in a site and used to 

calculate visitor, session and campaign data for the sites analytics reports.  

2 years

.transfers.ryanair.com _ga This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics - which is a significant update to Google's 

more commonly used analytics service. This cookie is used to distinguish unique users by assigning a 

randomly generated number as a client identifier. It is included in each page request in a site and used to 

calculate visitor, session and campaign data for the sites analytics reports.  

2 years

.ryanair.com s_vi Adobe Site Catalyst cookie, used to identify unique visitors, with an ID and timestamp. 2 years

transfers.ryanair.com PLAY_SESSION This is a framework cookie value used to manage the current session of the customer. No customer 

tracking is used - it is only used to store current user session values while they are on the site.

.car-hire.ryanair.com PLAY_SESSION This is a framework cookie value used to manage the current session of the customer. No customer 

tracking is used - it is only used to store current user session values while they are on the site.

.car-hire.ryanair.com _ga This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics - which is a significant update to Google's 

more commonly used analytics service. This cookie is used to distinguish unique users by assigning a 

randomly generated number as a client identifier. It is included in each page request in a site and used to 

calculate visitor, session and campaign data for the sites analytics reports.  

2 years

Third Party

Host Name Description Expiry

transfers.ryanair.com PLAY_LANG This cookie stores the language in which the user navigates through the website. session

.nr-data.net JSESSIONID This cookie tracks the session for New Relic, Ryanair's monitoring tool. session

Targeting Cookies 

First Party

Host Name Description Expiry

.ryanair.com AMCVS_xxxxxAdobeOrg This cookie is a pattern type cookie name associated with Adobe Marketing Cloud. It stores a unique 

visitor identifier, and uses an organisation identifier.

session

.ryanair.com AMCV_64456A9C54FA26E

D0A4C98A5%40AdobeOrg

This is a pattern type cookie name associated with Adobe Marketing Cloud. It stores a unique visitor 

identifier, and uses an organisation identifier to allow a company to track users across their domains and 

services.

2 years

Third Party

Host Name Description Expiry

.facebook.com datr This cookie identifies the browser connecting to Facebook. It is not directly tied to individual Facebook 

the user. Facebook reports that it is used to help with security and suspicious login activity, especially 

around detection of bots trying to access the service.  Facebook also say the behavioural profile 

associated with each datr cookie is deleted after 10 days. This cookie is also read via Like and other 

Facebook buttons and tags placed on many different websites.

a year

http://transfers.ryanair.com/


.ads.linkedin.com BizoID This is a LinkedIn Ad analytics cookie. Cookies created by LinkedIn. In this case they are present because a 

LinkedIn share button is being used on the Ryanair website.

6 months

.facebook.com fr This cookie contains browser and user unique ID combination, used for targeted advertising. Cookies 

created by LinkedIn. In this case they are present because a LinkedIn share button is being used on the 

Ryanair website.

3 mo0nths

.linkedin.com lidc This cookie is used for routing. Cookies created by LinkedIn. In this case they are present because a 

LinkedIn share button is being used on the Ryanair website.

20 hours

.linkedin.com bcookie This is a browser ID cookie. a year

.facebook.com lu This cookie is used to manage the login process, remembers user on return visit if they choose to stay 

logged in.

a year

.linkedin.com __utma This is a LinkedIn integration cookie. Cookies created by LinkedIn. In this case they are present because a 

LinkedIn share button is being used on the Ryanair website.

a year

.quantserve.com d This cookie is used to identify RYR visitors from campaigns and gather info from visitors to our site to 

create lookalike audiences and target them. programmatically with display ads on other sites.

3 months

.ryanair.com s_nr2 This is a Marketing Adobe Cookie used to monitor the date of the visit and how often the customer visits 

the site.

a year

.demdex.net demdex This cookie helps Adobe Audience Manager perform basic functions such as visitor identification, ID 

synchronization, segmentation, modelling, reporting, etc.

6 months

.dpm.demdex.net dpm This cookie helps Adobe Audience Manager perform basic functions such as visitor identification, ID 

synchronization, segmentation, modelling, reporting, etc.

6 months

.linkedin.com __utmv This is a LinkedIn integration cookie. Cookies created by LinkedIn. In this case they are present because a 

LinkedIn share button is being used on the Ryanair website.

6 months

.ads.linkedin.com UserMatchHistory This is a LinkedIn Ad analytics cookie. Cookies created by LinkedIn. In this case they are present because a 

LinkedIn share button is being used on the Ryanair website.

6 months

.www.linkedin.com bscookie This is a secure browser ID cookie. a year

.linkedin.com __qca This is a LinkedIn integration cookie. Cookies created by LinkedIn. In this case they are present because a 

LinkedIn share button is being used on the Ryanair website.

a year

.ads.linkedin.com lang This is a LinkedIn integration cookie. Cookies created by LinkedIn. In this case they are present because a 

LinkedIn share button is being used on the Ryanair website.

session

.linkedin.com visit This is LinkedIn integration cookie. Cookies created by LinkedIn. In this case they are present because a 

LinkedIn share button is being used on the Ryanair website.

a year

.everesttech.net everest_g_v2 This cookie is set after a user clicks on an ad. This cookie maps clicks to other events on the client's 

website and is set in the eversttech.net domain.

2 years

.criteo.com uid This cookie retargets visitors to our site with display ads on other sites. a year

.quantserve.com mc This cookie is used to identify RYR visitors from campaigns and gather info from visitors to our site to 

create lookalike audiences and target them programmatically with display ads on other sites.

a year

.criteo.com eid This cookie retargets visitors to our site with display ads on other sites. 6 months



.sojern.com gid This cookie is used to identify RYR visitors from campaigns and gather info from visitors to our site to 

create lookalike audiences and target them programmatically with display ads on other sites.

2 years

.sojern.com cid This cookie is used to identify RYR visitors from campaigns and gather info from visitors to our site to 

create lookalike audiences and target them programmatically with display ads on other sites.

2 years

.everesttech.net everest_session_v2 This cookie helps to deliver ads relevant to customer interests. It is also used to limit the number of times you see an advertisement as well as help measure the effectiveness of the advertising campaignsession

car-hire.ryanair.com CT_PriorID This cookie is a tracking cookie which  retargets visitors to our site with display ads on other sites. a year

transfers.ryanair.com CT_PriorID This cookie is a tracking cookie which  retargets visitors to our site with display ads on other sites. a year

car-hire.ryanair.com ec_device This is a cookie value used to store the  current device of the user to send them a mobile or desktop 

optimised site.

session

transfers.ryanair.com PLAY_SESSION This cookie provides session and user behaviour information. session

car-hire.ryanair.com PLAY_SESSION This cookie provides session and user behaviour information. session

www.news.ryanair.com

Functionality Cookies 

First Party

Host Name Description Expiry

news.ryanair.com pll_language This cookie name is associated with the Polylang plug-in for WordPress powered websites. It stores a 

language preference for the visitor to support multi-lingual websites.

9 hours

www.careers.ryanair.com

Performance Cookies 

First Party

Host Name Description Expiry

.ryanair.com _gid This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics. It stores and updates a unique value for 

each page visited.

a day

.ryanair.com _ga This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics. This cookie is used to distinguish unique 

users by assigning a randomly generated number as a client identifier. It is included in each page request 

in a site and used to calculate visitor, session and campaign data for the sites analytics reports.  

2 years

careers.ryanair.com IN_HASH Created and used by linkedin follow button script to track usage of this button by third party sites session

.ryanair.com _gat This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics and is used to throttle the request rate - 

limiting the collection of data on high traffic sites. 

a minute

Third Party

Host Name Description Expiry

.nr-data.net JSESSIONID This cookie is sent by New Relic digital performance monitoring tool. session

http://careers.ryanair.com/


Functionality Cookies

Third Party

Host Name Description Expiry

.vimeo.com vuid This is a Vimeo Analytics unique id cookie. two years

Targeting Cookies 

Third Party Name Description Expiry

.linkedin.com lidc This cookie is sent by LinkedIn and is used for routing. It is linked to share buttons and ad tags. a day

.addtoany.com __cfduid This Cloudflare cookie is used to identify individual clients behind a shared IP address and apply security 

settings on a per-client basis. 

a day

.linkedin.com bcookie This is a browser ID cookie sent by LinkedIn. It is linked to share buttons and ad tags. a year

.linkedin.com __utma This is a LinkedIn integration cookie, created by LinkedIn. In this case they are present because a LinkedIn 

share button is being used on the Ryanair website.

a year

.linkedin.com __utmv This is a LinkedIn integration cookie, created by LinkedIn. In this case they are present because a LinkedIn 

share button is being used on the Ryanair website.

a year

platform.linkedin.com IN_HASH This is a LinkedIn integration cookie, created by LinkedIn. In this case they are present because a LinkedIn 

share button is being used on the Ryanair website.

session

.www.linkedin.com bscookie This is a secure browser ID cookie sent by LinkedIn. It is linked to share buttons and ad tags. a year

.linkedin.com __qca This is a LinkedIn integration cookie, created by LinkedIn. In this case they are present because a LinkedIn 

share button is being used on the Ryanair website.

a year

www.linkedin.com visit This is a LinkedIn integration cookie, created by LinkedIn. In this case they are present because a LinkedIn 

share button is being used on the Ryanair website.

a year

.addtoany.com uvc This cookie is generated by AddToAny WordPress plugin and used to track usage of Add To Any share 

services. 

a day

www.corporate.ryanair.com

Performance Cookies 

First Party

Host Name Description Expiry

.ryanair.com _gid This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics. It stores and updates a unique value for 

each page visited.

a day

.ryanair.com _ga This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics. This cookie is used to distinguish unique 

users by assigning a randomly generated number as a client identifier. It is included in each page request 

in a site and used to calculate visitor, session and campaign data for the sites analytics reports.  

2 years

corporate.ryanair.com __sharethis_cookie_test__ Created and used by script from Share This service (https://www.sharethis.com/) to track usage of their 

service

session

.ryanair.com _gat This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics. It is used to throttle the request rate - 

limiting the collection of data on high traffic sites. It expires after 10 minutes.

a few seconds

Functionality Cookies 

First Party

file://Z:/GDPR Accountability/Policies and Procedures/Cookies/This Cloudflare cookie is used to identify individual clients behind a shared IP address and apply security settings on a per-client basis. https:/support.cloudflare.com/hc/en-us/articles/200170156-What-does-the-Cloudflare-cfduid-cookie-do-.
file://Z:/GDPR Accountability/Policies and Procedures/Cookies/This Cloudflare cookie is used to identify individual clients behind a shared IP address and apply security settings on a per-client basis. https:/support.cloudflare.com/hc/en-us/articles/200170156-What-does-the-Cloudflare-cfduid-cookie-do-.
http://corporate.ryanair.com/
https://www.sharethis.com/
https://www.sharethis.com/


Host Name Description Expiry

.ryanair.com __unam This cookie is associated with the ShareThis social sharing widget placed in a site to enable sharing of 

content across various social networks. It counts clicks and shares of a page.

9 months

Targeting Cookies 

Third Party

Host Name Description Expiry

.youtube.com SID This cookie is used by Google in combination with HSID to verify a Google user account and most recent 

login time.

a year

.youtube.com HSID This cookie is used by Google in combination with SID to verify Google user account and most recent 

login time.

a year

.twitter.com auth_token Twitter does not currently provide information on the use of specific cookies. In this case they are 

present because a Twitter share button is being used on the Ryanair website.

15 years

.youtube.com demographics This cookie is used for demographic profiling and targeting for advertising. a year

.google.com APISID This cookie is used by Google to profile the interests of web users and sell advertising space to 

organisations based on such interest profiles as well as aligning adverts to the content on the pages 

where its customer's adverts appear.

a year

.google.com SSID This cookie is used by Google to profile the interests of web users and sell advertising space to 

organisations based on such interest profiles as well as aligning adverts to the content on the pages 

where its customer's adverts appear.

a year

.youtube.com VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE This cookie is used as a unique identifier to track viewing of videos. 6 months

.youtube.com PREF This is a common Google cookie, used across several of their services. It stores user preference and can 

be used to personalise ads on google searches.

5 years

.youtube.com APISID This cookie allows YouTube to collect usage information for YouTube hosted videos. a year

cdn.syndication.twimg.com lang This cookie remembers the user's selected language version of a website. session

.google.com PREF This is a common Google cookie, used across several of their services. It stores user preference and can 

be used to personalise ads on google searches.

a year

.twitter.com twll Twitter does not currently provide information on the use of specific cookies. In this case they are 

present because a Twitter share button is being used on the Ryanair website.

5 years

syndication.twitter.com lang Twitter does not currently provide information on the use of specific cookies. In this case they are 

present because a Twitter share button is being used on the Ryanair website. 

session

.twitter.com secure_session Twitter does not currently provide information on the use of specific cookies. In this case they are 

present because a Twitter share button is being used on the Ryanair website.

5 years

.twitter.com guest_id Twitter does not currently provide information on the use of specific cookies. In this case they are 

present because a Twitter share button is being used on the Ryanair website.

a year

.youtube.com SSID This cookie is used by Google to analyse video visitor’s behaviour. a year

.twitter.com __utma This cookie is sent by Twitter and is related to Google Analytics service. This cookie keeps track of the 

number of times a visitor has been to the site pertaining to the cookie, when their first visit was, and 

when their last visit occurred. Google Analytics uses the information from this cookie to calculate days 

and visits to purchase.

a year

.youtube.com LOGIN_INFO This cookie is used by Google to analyse video visitor’s behaviour. 2 years

.google.com SID This cookie is used by Google in combination with HSID to verify a Google user account and most recent 

login time.

a year



.google.com SAPISID The cookie is used by Google to profile the interests of web users and sell advertising space to 

organisations based on such interest profiles as well as aligning adverts to the content on the pages 

where its customer's adverts appear.

a year

.youtube.com YSC This cookie stores user preferences and other behaviour like sharing video with others. session

.twitter.com remember_checked Twitter does not currently provide information on the use of specific cookies. In this case they are 

present because a Twitter share button is being used on the Ryanair website.

5 years

.twitter.com remember_checked_on Twitter does not currently provide information on the use of specific cookies. In this case they are 

present because a Twitter share button is being used on the Ryanair website.

5 years

.doubleclick.net id Twitter does not currently provide information on the use of specific cookies. In this case they are 

present because a Twitter share button is being used on the Ryanair website.

a year

.google.com HSID This cookie is used by Google in combination with SID to verify Google user account and most recent 

login time.

a year

.youtube.com SAPISID This cookie registers anonymous statistical data on for example how many times the video is displayed 

and what settings are used for playback.

a year

.sharethis.com __stid This cookie is a randomly generated unique identifier and used for interest profiling for advertising. a year

www.m.ryanair.com

Strictly Necessary Cookies 

First Party

Host Name Description Expiry

m.ryanair.com ASP.NET_SessionId This is a general purpose platform session cookie, used by sites written with Miscrosoft .NET based 

technologies. It is usually used to maintain an anonymised user session by the server.

session

Performance Cookies 

First Party

Host Name Description Expiry

.ryanair.com _gid This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics. It stores and updates a unique value for 

each page visited.

a day

.ryanair.com s_cc This is a Adobe Site Catalyst cookie, which determines whether cookies are enabled in the browser. session

.ryanair.com _ga This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics This cookie is used to distinguish unique 

users by assigning a randomly generated number as a client identifier. It is included in each page request 

in a site and used to calculate visitor, session and campaign data for the sites analytics reports.  

2 years

.ryanair.com _gat This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics. It is used to throttle the request rate - 

limiting the collection of data on high traffic sites. It expires after 10 minutes.

a few seconds

.ryanair.com s_fid This cookie name is associated with the analytics service provided by Adobe's Site Catalyst product suite. 

It is a 'fallback' visitor identifier where the s_vi cookie normally used for this purpose is blocked. It 

contains a randomly generated, unique id.

5 years

.ryanair.com s_vi This is a Adobe Site Catalyst cookie, used to identify unique visitors, with an ID and timestamp. 2 years

Third Party

Host Name Description Expiry



.nr-data.net JSESSIONID This cookie is used by New Relic to monitor session counts for an application. session

www.rooms.ryanair.com

Strictly Necessary Cookies 

First Party

Host Name Description Expiry

m.ryanair.com ASP.NET_SessionId This is a general purpose platform session cookie, used by sites written with Miscrosoft .NET based 

technologies. Usually used to maintain an anonymised user session by the server.

session

rooms.ryanair.com mkt This cookie enables the browser to remember the market for a specific the user. 3 years 

.api.ryanair.com SESSION_COOKIE This cookie contains the session token of myRyanair. 30 minutes

.api.ryanair.com REMEMBERME_COOKIE This cookie contains the information related to the-remember-me token after a user login on myRyanair 

and check the- remember- me tick-box.

6 months

.ryanair.com  RY_COOKIE_CONSENT This cookies enables the browser to remember the consent of the user to Ryanair cookie policy. 1 year

Performance Cookies 

Third Party

Host Name Description Expiry

.nr-data.net JSESSIONID Tracking session for new relic, our monitoring tool. session

First Party

Host Name Description Expiry

.ryanair.com _gid This cookie name is asssociated with Google Universal Analytics.  It stores and updates a unique value for 

each page visited.

a day

.ryanair.com _ga This cookie name is asssociated with Google Universal Analytics - which is a significant update to Google's 

more commonly used analytics service. This cookie is used to distinguish unique users by assigning a 

randomly generated number as a client identifier. It is included in each page request in a site and used to 

calculate visitor, session and campaign data for the sites analytics reports. 

2 years

.ryanair.com _gat This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics, according to documentation it is used to 

throttle the request rate - limiting the collection of data on high traffic sites. It expires after 10 minutes.

10 minutes

Third Party

Host Name Description Expiry

.nr-data.net JSESSIONID This cookie is sent by New Relic digital performance monitoring tool. session

Functionality Cookies 

Third Party

Host Name Description Expiry

www.investor.ryanair.com

http://www.ryanair.com/


.tools.investis.com incap_ses_390_1052820 Incapsula DDoS Protectiona and Web Application Firewall. This cookie identifies   sessions (AKA visits) in 

order maintain existing sessions.

session

.flife.de incap_ses_465_1151148 Incapsula DDoS Protectiona and Web Application Firewall. This cookie identifies   sessions (AKA visits) in 

order maintain existing sessions.

session

.tools.investis.com incap_ses_390_1066259 Incapsula DDoS Protectiona and Web Application Firewall. This cookie identifies   sessions (AKA visits) in 

order maintain existing sessions.

session

.tools.investis.com incap_ses_390_1116524 Incapsula DDoS Protectiona and Web Application Firewall. This cookie identifies   sessions (AKA visits) in 

order maintain existing sessions.

session

.tools.investis.com nlbi_1116524 Incapsula DDoS Protectiona and Web Application Firewall:Load balancing cookie which ensures requests 

by a client are sent to the same origin server.

session

.tools.investis.com nlbi_1066259 Incapsula DDoS Protectiona and Web Application Firewall:Load balancing cookie which ensures requests 

by a client are sent to the same origin server.

session

.flife.de nlbi_1151148 Incapsula DDoS Protectiona and Web Application Firewall:Load balancing cookie which ensures requests 

by a client are sent to the same origin server.

session

.tools.investis.com nlbi_1052820 Incapsula DDoS Protectiona and Web Application Firewall:Load balancing cookie which ensures requests 

by a client are sent to the same origin server.

session

ir.tools.investis.com AWSELB AWS Classic Load Balancer Cookie:Load Balancing Cookie: Used to map the session to the instance. session

qfx.tools.investis.com AWSALB AWS Classic Load Balancer Cookie:Load Balancing Cookie: Used to map the session to the instance. 7 days

otp.tools.investis.com ASP.NET_SessionId SessionId what .NET Manages for maintaining session. session

otp.tools.investis.com AWSELB AWS Classic Load Balancer Cookie:Load Balancing Cookie: Used to map the session to the instance. session

.vimeo.com vuid This is a Vimeo Analytics unique id cookie. 2 years

Targeting Cookies 

Third Party

Host Name Description Expiry

.tools.investis.com visid_incap_1116524 Incapsula DDoS Protectiona and Web Application Firewall: this cookie identifies which sessions are 

related to a specific visitor in order to identify clients which have already visited Incapsula. 

a year

.tools.investis.com visid_incap_1066259 Incapsula DDoS Protection and Web Application Firewall. This cookie identifies the sessions  related to a 

specific visitor in order to identify clients which have already visited Incapsula. 

a year

.flife.de visid_incap_1151148 Incapsula DDoS Protection and Web Application Firewall. This cookie identifies the sessions  related to a 

specific visitor in order to identify clients which have already visited Incapsula. 

a year

.tools.investis.com visid_incap_1052820 Incapsula DDoS Protection and Web Application Firewall. This cookie identifies the sessions  related to a 

specific visitor in order to identify clients which have already visited Incapsula. 

a year


